Latency hints for CFS task
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RT schedulers are traditionally used for everything concerned with the latency but it’s sometimes not possible to use RT for all parts of the system because of the variance of the runtime or the trust of some parts as an example. At the opposite side, some apps don’t care at all about latency and preemption of the running task but prefer to let the current task move forward.

The latency nice priority aims to let userspace to set such latency requirements for CFS tasks but one difficulty is to find a suitable interface that stays meaningful for user but is not tied to one particular implementation. [1] has resurrected the latency_nice interface with an implementation that is system agnostic. This talk will present the current status and how to move forward on the interface. 
https://lore.kernel.org/lkml/20220512163534.2572-7-vincent.guittot@linaro.org/T/
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